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PRODUCT CATALOG

Product Name：Decorative Stone Cladding Tile Herringbone Cambered 3d Marble Mosaic

Short Description: This 3d marble mosaic tile is

combined with small cambered stone chips and the

whole tile is shape into herringbone style. There are

two colors can be chosen from. Please check the

more details on this page.

Model No.: WPM090 / WPM245

Pattern: 3 Dimensional

Color: Grey / White

Finish: Honed

Material Name: Natural Chinese Marble

Product Detail:

Product Description

All good marble materials come from good quarries, we select the marble raw material from

suppliers who have stable quality. The texture of the product is natural, only natural will last

and look good, and good quality is waiting for you. This mosaic tile is made of small

camber-shaped chips and combined the chips into herringbone style. We have two marbles

to make this marble mosaic tile: Grey Wooden Marble and White Oriental Marble. The
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thickness of the tile is 7-15mm, which has enough weight, is thick, strong, and durable so that

the quality can be guaranteed.

Product Specification (Parameter)

Product Name: Decorative Stone Cladding Tile Herringbone Cambered 3d Marble Mosaic

Model No.: WPM090 / WPM245

Pattern: 3 Dimensional

Color: Grey / White

Finish: Honed

Material Name: Natural Chinese Marble

Thickness: 7-15mm

Tile-size: 285x285mm

Product Series

Model No.: WPM090

Color: Grey

Marble Name: Wooden Grey Marble

Model No.: WPM245

Color: White

Marble Name: Oriental White Marble

Product Application

This 3d cambered stone mosaic is usually applied on the wall area of the interior house. You can install

the tile on the TV background wall in the living room, decorative tile backsplash, and dining room

mosaic wall decoration. Because this mosaic pattern is in braid basketweave mosaic tile, it is more

attractive when install on a large area of the wall. You can see the application below for your reference.



We use environmentally friendly fiber for the stone mosaic back net, and the glue between the marble

stone and net is waterproof, and not easy to drop, it is more strong and better under installation.

FAQ

Q: How can I pay for the products?

A: T/T transfer is available, and Paypal is better for a small amount.

Q: How many days do you spend preparing the sample?

A: 3-7 days usually.

Q: Do you sell mosaic chips or net-backed mosaic tiles?

A: We sell net-backed mosaic tiles.

Q: How large is the mosaic tile?

A: This marble tile is 285x285mm. Most are 305x305mm, and waterjet tiles have different sizes.


